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A brand new entry to the Zombotron series! Blaze Rush is a mercenary desperate for a job. In search of an easy payday he
follows a distress beacon to the surface of a dangerous planet and the remains of an ancient crash site. There he finds a

mystery that will test his strength, his resolve, and every gun in his arsenal. Zombotron features an arsenal of weapons and
armor, enemies that hate one another as much as they hate you, and really nice explosions for an experience thats out of this
world. Why go for headshots when you can drop a zombie down an elevator shaft Or crush them beneath a pile of rubble. Or

set of an elaborate daisy-chain of dynamite around them. Or run them over in an ATV. Or you get the idea. Lets face it, a lot of
times when it comes to side scrolling beat-em-ups, theres always one character on the roster who isnt as much of a badass as

the rest. He may be pretty fast, but his attacks are average and he wont be having alot of firepower. Even if his damage is
higher than the other fighters, at least theres some variety in gameplay. But what if theres not just one character in the roster

who doesnt make the cut? What if there were more than just four main characters to choose from? And not just any
characters. If heres your chance, pick the best hero out of your team, and send him to take out your foes. And not just any
foes either. Think fast, think like a ninja, and think smart. You could end up being the hero who takes down theres the king.
Your mission, should you choose to accept it, is to take control of the Zombotron and destroy everything around you. Your

goal is to get from one end of the map to the other, using whatever resources you can gain. But beware, if you get stopped,
theres the chance that someone else will swoop in and take your place. Fortunately, you can build your own Zombotron to

better protect you. You can scan enemies, drop coins, fight on the fly and more. And lets not forget about the awesome
games of chance and skill you may encounter along your way. Special items like a Quick Feet potion, Critical Damage

weapon, and Mega Blast armor will help you along your way.
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Downloads Plants vs.
Zombies: Garden

Warfare - Shop Seed
[Key Generator] DiRT

Showdown! [Key
Generator] The

Zombotron series took
root in a ground-up

reimagining of the genre
that had been dulled by
decade-long stagnancy.

"Zombotron" is a
supernatural adventure
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game where the player
must change the world.
The player takes control
of a superhero fighting
hordes of zombies that

plague a post-
apocalyptic world. Time
Traveler of the Future -
Did you know this game

was supposed to be
demo based, but went to
full release? This is what

happens when
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companies spend years
in development, and
"didn't get around to

making a demo". Why
haven't you seen this
game coming? Gotta

have some great
gameplay footage to
attract gamers, right?

Well, you can stop
scrolling through

YouTube videos because
we have that for you
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right here. We're
constantly working to

add all the features that
you have asked for to
make this game even

better. We invite you to
keep up with our

progress through our
social media channels:
Twitter, Facebook, and

our forums. The
Zombotron story is set in

a world that has been
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ravaged by three
separate events. The last
global catastrophe befell
five centuries ago. It left

the world devastated
and in ruins, and it took
a long time for all life to

return. The second
disaster befell only a few
decades ago, and it left
the world in the brink of
destruction and turmoil.

A third disaster, that
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occurred only a short
while ago, left the world

on the edge of
extinction. The

Zombotron series is an
action-RPG adventure

game where the player
controls a superhero who
must change the world.
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